
Turkish DelightE-BROCHURE



The 24m 2019 Sunreef yacht TURKISH DELIGHT, 

refitted in 2022, is a modern, stylish yacht, which 

blends indoor and outdoor living effortlessly. TURKISH 

DELIGHT offers barefoot luxury to its guests with 

contemporary, spacious interiors and a shallow 

draught that allows it to reach anchorages that are 

inaccessible to many. 



Out on deck, there is a flexible alfresco dining area on 

the main deck aft, plus a boarding area for accessing 

the Williams Sportjet 520 tender for shore excursions 

or high-adrenalin fun on one of the many water toys and 

water sports accessories, including a Lift E-foil, a Radinn 

E-surfboard, a pair of iAqua Sea Darts, a Smartkat inflatable 

sailing catamaran, waterskis and dive gear.



Up on the flybridge, there is a large sunbed for those 

who want a slice of the action when underway, as well 

as a dining table with long sofa and chairs. The hub 

of outdoor socializing is undoubtedly the fore deck, 

which acts as a sun deck, with a pair of oversized 

daybeds plus a generous sunken observation sofa.



The open-plan main salon is a sociable 

space where guests can lounge on 

the in-built sofa or leather armchairs or 

catch up over a drink at the sit-up galley 

island, which doubles as a bar, while the 

expert crew of four whips up cocktails 

and delicious food.





TURKISH DELIGHT can accommodate eight guests across 

four cabins, including a master cabin with sea views from 

the king-sized bed, a plush marble bathroom and a dressing 

room. The remaining three double cabins all have queen-sized 

beds, are connected to the yacht’s Yamaha sound system 

and come with their own TV.





SPECIFICATIONS
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

Builder: Sunreef Yachts

LOA: 24.38m (80’)

Crew: Up to 4

Built: 2019

Refit: 2022

Accommodation: 8 guests in 4 cabins

Cabin configuration: 4 doubles

Speed: 12 knots

TENDERS & TOYS

1 x Williams Sportjet 520 tender

1 x Lift E-foil

1 x Radinn E-surfboard

2 x iAqua Sea darts

1 x SmartKat catamaran

Waterskis

Wakeboard

Surfboard

Paddleboard

Dive compressor

4 x Tanks

Weights

FEATURES

Master suite with sea views from bed

Shallow draught for reaching hard-to-get-to places

Huge sun deck and flybridge

Williams Sportjet 520 tender

Packed toy box

Repaint and maintenance of systems in 2022 refit

Advertising of the above vessel in either printed publications on the internet or in any other medium 
is not permitted without prior permission from the Owner via the Central Agent.

All particulars are given in good faith and are believed to be correct but cannot be guaranteed.


